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GENERAL SHOT INFORMATION 

Shot I Shot 2 Shot 3 shot 4 Shot 5 5hot 6 

DATE I March 27 March 7 April 26 April ‘5 May 14 May 

CODE NAME 
(Un;losslllcd ) 

. 

BIOVO Romeo Koon . Union Yanhtr . Nectar 

TIME* _ 06:40 06: 25 06: I5 06:05 06:05 06: t5 

Bikini, West of 
Bihni, Shot I 8hini , Torr 

Bthini, on Barge at lnterrecliun 

COCATION CharlIe (Nom) 
01 Afcr walh Aodu of 63OO’fcom fnlweloh, IVY Mthe 

Ctoter (Eninmon) ’ 
on Reef 

Dog (Yurocht ) and 3 Stolute Ws Cooler , Flora ( Elugelob) 

ftom FOR ( Aomocn). 
--. - 

TYPE Land ‘. Barge <’ Lond Barge - B0rge Borgr 

HOLMES 8 NARVER N l70,6: 7. I7 N 170,63:5.05 N 100,154.50 N 161.699.83 N l61,424.43 N 147,750.OO 
COORDINATES E 76,163.M E 75,950.46 E 109.799.00 E I I6,600.27 E I t6,663,lJ E 67.79000 
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ABSTRACl 

of t.his tir’om the chemical and 
of koiid fallout as a fun&on of particle 

‘size, zero-point environment time and distance of colleotion, a.& 
gross decay characteristic$%nd B &ha 
r’adiochemic~ nature Of liquid fallout and base 

c+mi~+~//- 
gus:ere 

A sample of solid fallout from Shot 1 was sernr~ 
icle-size fractions w@.kh .were analyzed forc&@+t’) 
andGeM. , In each case the activity per tit weight 
below $,‘t;‘k&“found to decrease regularly with iFrvas,ing size, but in 
a different manny,r,,f.or,Jeach nuclfde. indicating radlochsmicdL fractiona- 
tion . Above j9,,# the relationships were obscurm The gross decay 
did not vary at ail with particle $itimob, and only slightly 
at latof’B.G5Z AC, 

kn the fallout from Shots 1 ati 3,~.&8%n+~iJ@ showed a greater 
tendency to concentrate in the liquid phase than the other fission 
products studied. 

Shot 4 fallout samples, principally liquid, &talmrW?rama 
&c$ect4~!jb-int~tt~nC-f~lou~tir in&c’atd that the relative 
eoncentratlons of, u incre&eC with time of co&&Aon. 

Thgb.?ee-rG&e-s3m~~ng-p=gW34M-kWM~~~ 
P!O fnfomation was obtained on variations of cw$osition with 

distance. 
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FOREWORD 

I 
, . 
I 

. 

This report is one of the reports presenting the results of the 
34 projects participat!ng in the Wlitary Effects Tests Program of 
Operation CA.STLE, which included six testdetonations.. For readers 
interested in other pertinent test information, reference is made to 
W-934, Sumnary Report of the Commander, Task Unit 13,. Programs l-3. 
Military Effects Program. This summary report 5.ncJudes the following 
infomation,of possible general interest. 

a. An over-all description of each detonation,, fncluding yield, 
height of burst, ground zero location, time of detonation, 
ambient atmospheric conditions at detonation, etc., for the 
six shot;. 

b. Mscussion.of all project results. 
c. A sunmary of each project, including objectives and results. 
d. A complete listing of all reports covering the Military Fff*cts 

Test Program. 
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INTRODUCTION 

. 

0- 

?'he objectives of Project 2.6b were to detenainet 

1. me variations in chemical and ra+ochemical composition of 
f+llout with Particle size, zero-point environment, and Use 

and distance of collection. 
2. The chemical and radiochemical'nature of 1iquM fallout and 

base surge; if formed. 

. 3. The manner in which gross d&cay rates are affected b 
variations in radiochemical composition. 

1.1.1 Purpose . 

The purpose of obtaining these data was for use Pn studying 
basic problems of fallout phenomenolagy: The ultAnate objective of 
th?_k ati -;m).lar work !s to cbt.ntn data which mzy bs \t~& to dr?vslop a 
theory for the prediction of the military effects of operational 
nuclear weapons under specific conditions. Data obtained to meet the 
first objective may be used to aid-in the develoFent of a model of 
fireball dynamics in relation to $artlcle formation. Liquid fallout 
was also studied to gain further insight into the history of the fall- 
out material after its formation, and for documentation of internal 
radiation hazuds. An investigation was carried out on the relation 
between debay rate and rzdiochemical c-Position bacause it appeared 
that it tight be applicable to the problem of predicting the decay 
characteristics of fallout material from any operational detonation. 

. 

. 
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THGO’RY AND BACKGROUNO . 

2.1 THEORY 

The ultimate objeetive of studies in fallout phanomenology is 
the prediction of military effects from the operational use of nuclear 
weapons under any given field conditions. 

The variables include: 
1. Type and yield of weapon 
2. En\iirorment 

ab Surface water 
b. Underwater 
c. Surface land 
d. Underground 

~ e. Soil type 
f. Weather 

In order to make these predictions it is necessary to have a 
general theory of the formation and subsequent history of fallout 
material. Such a theory muat enco~?:pasJ cnWC.W.af Po*).*.--. _"."A_ _",".A."". 

First of all there must be a model of fireball dynamics, which 
determines the mechanism of formation of particles (or drops of water) 
and the distribution of the particlekin the cloud. 

The mechanism of Frticle formation for surface or subsurface 
detonation& is more coqlicated than a simple vaporization and con- 
densation of earth or rater with the into.rporation of fission products. 
There are a riunber of ways in whLch the activity may be associated with 
the particles. The actLvity may be deposited on the surfaces; it may 
be dispersed unifornl.. through the particle volume; or it may be dis- 
persed in several non-uniform trays through the particle volume. 
Evidently, the mode of association is dependent upon the mechanism 
of particle formation.nnd upon the subsequent history of the particles. 
wh!.ch may produce c!zqe's such as agglcmcraticn 3cd lexh5ng hy water. 
The condensation process is not thoroughljr understood and probably 
varies with different detonation surfaces. The factors: which detennino 
the particle size distribution of the condensate have not been estab- 
lished. In some cases, particularly underground shots, material may be 
thrown through the fireball without vaporization OF even extensive fusion. 

14 
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Radfochemky provides a pmnfsfn& apgroach to the study of 
particle fo=+tion. The mode of association of activity vith the 
particles is reflected in the relationship between actWit+ (per 
particle or per unit mass) and particle size. Furthermore, since . 
the different fissionproducts have different chemical properties, 

. and some have relatively long-lived gaseous precursors,_they may 

. 
become associated with the particles in different vays (fractlonstion). 
As a result diffcrcnt nuclides may exhibit, an radiochemical analysis, 

: different rclattdnships with particle size. 
Other features such as transport and deposition of fallout In& 

'valve meteorological conditions. which are beyond the scope of this 
project. 

. 

2.2 BACR~RGuND , 

Radiochemical fractionation has been defined as any'variation in 
the relative fission product nuclide abundance.u The phenomenon was 
discovered at any early stage of atomic veapons testing when it was 
observed that certain. fission product ratios vary with the type ard 
location of sample.~ During the course of routine calculations of 
cascade impactor data ‘fropl Operation GREBRRCUSE,~ the authors dis- 
covered’tkat grcss fission product decay was related exponentially 
to particle.size according to the equation, 

NED = kefn, 

where FiEJds the number median diameter, n is the slope of the gross 
decay curve, and k and f are constants. It therefore appeared likely 
that radiochemical fractionation w&s primarily a function of particle 
size distribution in a sample. 

Operation JARGL? afforded an opportunity to study fractionation 

1 
, 
1 
! 

I 

in greater detail. Size-grad+ fallout from the underground shot was 
I 
I 

investigat#l radlochemically.~ The specific activity of several 
nuclides was found to vary regularly with particle size, in the range .- 
from 50 to 70 J,L. Different nuclides were found to be distributed 
djfferently in the particles, e.g., SrS9 on the surface and 285 In the I 
hod; of the particle. A theory was proposed based on the existence of 
gaseous precursors. 
bp Adams etal.u 

Similar ideas-have been discussed & Cadleg and 
L 

A sb.ilar investigation was undertaken at dperation IVY (Bouton . 
et al?J/) for particles in thrj range from 70 to 220 j& for the study I 
of a greater number of nuclidco than at JAhGLS. The analysis was 
seriously hampered by the presence of a large quantity of water in the 
f&lout samples. Certain nuclides were selectively dissolved in sig- 
nificant amounts and contaminated the inactive particles. As a result 
no relfance'could be placed on figur-s for the pr cent. sctive p3rticles, 
which are neccssaly to correct the specific activities. For this 
reason the rediochemical data have thus far defied theoretical inter- 
pret3tion. Th&y did sugg.?st some strong possibilities, however, It 
appeared l%ely at the tire that r099, like Sra9, was deposited on the 
surface of particles, possible as a result of the volatility of 
&er the high tmperatures associated with thezvAonuclear experimen 

15 
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. EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

. 
3.1 INTFODljCTICJN 

It was evidently necessary td correot in the t&ration CASTLJZ 
studZee some of the +zxperimental difficulties experienced at IVY anti to 
extend the scope of.the investigation. In order to ainim5ze the con- 
tamination of inactive particlea by active solution and to avoid 
collection of excessive. amounts of.extraneous dust and rain, a new 
system was devised for collecting -fallout, which is described below. 
The range of particle sire under investigation was extended downwe& 
to 5 J+ . 

Thts operation provided three types of detonation: sunface land, 
surface water, and intermedlate. Unfortunately operational difficulties 
prevented an adequate comparison of effects from the different types. 
It was originally an objective of this project to study base surge, 
bnt the baso surge.collectlng stations were destrwed, as reported bp 
Wilsey and co-workers.e/ 

3.2 FIF2LY I?!S~~ATICN 

3.2.1 Fo-Phase Fallout Collector 

This collector was asscntially an inverted cone, 2 ft in 
diameter at the base, and 2 l/2 ft in height (Fig. 3.2). The cone was 
equipped with a dust-proof and water-tight cover which slid open when 
a signal was received, fcmained open for 5 hrs, and automatically slid 
shut. Approximately 4 liters of a solution of carbon tetrachloride in 
chlorobenzene (one part carbon tetrachloride to five parts chloro- 
benzene) were placed in the bottom of the collector. &la 1:tat of 
aqueous solution containing 0.5 per cent Aerosol WI and 0.125 per cent 
Versene was stored in a container mounted on the side of the collector. 
A delivery tube from this, container extended into the collector and 
was stoppered with a cork connected to the cover of the collector (Fig. 
3.2). When a signal%Jas received, the cover opened retracting the cork 
from the delivery tube. Ihe aqueous soluticn flowed onto the heavier, 
imiscible organic liquid. men fallout arrived at the collector, all 

lb 
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Fig. 3.1 Two-Phase Collector on Project 6.5 Barge in ?Zniwetok Lagoon 

Fig. 3.2 Interior of Two-Phase ColJector Showing Corked Delivery nubs 
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solid n!aterlal ssnk into the organic ph.?se, and liquid fallout remaM 
in the zqueous phase. 
lower the Intvfadial 

The kcrosol OT, a wetting agent, was used to 
te r.sion thereby pemitting the solid particles 

to descend into the chlorobenzone soluti&. Versene is an agent used 
to preferentially complex any cations in the aqueous phase and to limit 
any distribution of.the cations betve5n the two chases. Carbon 
tetrachloridewas used to min&z$ee emlsLfication Ln the chlorobenzene. 
A bog of desiccant was placed in the chlorobenzene solution to absorb 
any moisture present i-9 th9 o_qpnic phase. (FIJI 3.3) 

. : 

l ! 

I 

! 

. 

Fig. 3.3 Interior of l%o-fhose Collector with Chlorob&nzene 
and Eesicoant in Place 

Since the'efffciency of the collector was dependent upon the 
concentration of the wetting agent and complexing agent, a reservoir 
was mounted on the side of the collector to counteract the 5ilUtiCn 
of the aqueous phase byanyrainfall that might occur during the cd- 
lectlon period. This secoti container was equippd with a !J l/e-in 
diameter funnel to which a condom was connected inside the container. 
If the rain fell into the collector, a conpzrable amount fell into the 
funnel, thereby ,~~alling the ton&m!. This would displace a 16 per cent 
Aerosol, !S p+r cent Versene solution f.rom the container into the col- 
lactor, thus keeping the original concentrations in the aqueous phase 
constant. The mouth of the funnel was exposed only '&en the cover of 
the collector was open. 
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After Shvt 1 the concentration of the Perseza in the aqueous 
phase was changed to 1.75 per cent. Tne concentration of the reservoir 
solution was also changed to 10.7 per cett Aerosol CT and 4.7 per cent 
PLysaaa, 

A hand-controlled &ate valve was Iocated 9 l/t in. above the 
bottom of the coni, so that the aquequs phase could be easily drawn off, 
A q&ksp&g valve was located at the apex of the cone so that the 
solid materid’could be drawn off with the organic phase. 

in eialuation of the collector opf+zation ia given in Appendix 
D. 

3.2.2 Inte&ttent Fallout Collector 

This instrument comists of a series of 24 trays which are ex- 
posed in, turn to the fallout for any arbitrary period of time fron 1 to 
30 min. It was used in this projszt for the investigation of variations 
in radiochemical corpositioa with ti6e. 
found in the report of Project 2.5%. a 

A Complete descriptioxi .can be 

3.2.3 Laboratory Trailer r 

. 

. 

AnaQtical work at the test site was carried out primarily in 
the laboratory trailer, Radiac Set A?@Q-1, obtained from the Signal 
Corps, which was set up on Parry Island, Eniuetok Atoll. A descrip- 
tion is given in TX-U-5537. 

32.4 Station Layout 

Two-phase collectors were located as shown in Table 3.1. 

TASLE 3.1 - Station Locations 

Islands 

How 
Nan 
Victor 
Yoke 
Bravo 
Fox 
Oboe 
Tare 

Eniwetok Atoll 
I;!ack 

Project 6.5 Barge 
Janet 
Hary. 

97,730 
122,230 
62,5cO 
54,470 
47,740 
50,600 
;;,;g 

# 

Distance frqm Ground Zero (ft) 
Shot 1 .I Skot 3 Shot 6 

I I 
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3.3 oPmmoNs 

3.3.1 General Procedure 

. 
. The gekeral scheme for pr&ratfan of the bhphasa coIbcterr 

ua3 aa f ollovs t 
, . : 

1;. The- raiAA.qalacemelit rtsemvlr vaa f&cd with, solution 
and adjusted 80 that addition of 1 drop of water tS the f’unnel .caumd 
1 drop of aolutioa to flow into the collector. . ’ 

2. T% appro;?riite ~kzc ci c!~Iombe?~@le-ceboa fa~rachloride 
&ure vm a&!ed together with the bag of de&cant, and the liquid I 

level was measured; 
3i After insertion “‘(2; c;&,” closure of the cover, the 

other reservoir was filled, 
Recovery was made &II cenjukion with the mccmry ~perotion of 

Reject Mb. The general echme for the rqcortry oi the totel fill- 
~$3, ~=b_p~~~ ygg as Cnllnwg: __-__ 

1. . Upon arrival. at. the station, the acti& was recorded. 
2. The cover of the two-phase colJec$or was epened,. abnomal- 

ities inside the collector were noted, and the liquid level wa8 * 
measured; 

3. The valve on the aida of the collector ,vaa opened, and all 
the aqueow phase collected in-a suitable container. 

k. After the aqueous ph$ee WM drawn off, the ehlorebumme 
phs5e along with the solid fallout uaa collected through the quick- 
opening valve at the bottom of the collector (Fig. 3.5). 

I 

3.3.2 Summary of Shots 

3.3.2.1 Shot 1 

The Shot 1 device 
uear.Charlie at C6.!& local 

. 

was detonated on the reef of Bikini Atoll 
time, 1 Haroh 19% Samples were recovered . -- __ 

by helicopter on D+k and LJt5 and returned to Parry Island w destroyer. 
Analysis was begun oa ~6. 
Icle size work. 

q the How sample wae suitable for part- 
Samples fmn Victpr and.Fox were ueed for ccmpariaon 

of aqucoue and solid phases 
unit 7. 

: A crater aample was obtained f’rom Taqk 

. 3.3.2.2 S!zat 2 \ . 

The Shot 2 device was detonated an a barge In the Shot 1 
&ater at 0630 loc& tlm, 27 Wch 19%. ihe two-phase dlcctora 
were not activated for this event. A ground ample from Able aud 
li.qu.Xd from the crater nere obtained from Taak Unit 7. 

3.3.2.3 Shot 3 

The Shot 3 ‘detice vaa detomtsd on Tare at 0620 local tine, 
7 April 19%. Samples were recovered by helkopter OA D*l and returned 
tc Pzrry Island \r, sea-go% tug. besis xss begua oa IW3. 
Samples were obtained from Victor and Yoke, but were quite emall oa 
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F5.g. 3.4 Preparation of Two-Phase Collmtor on Janet for Shot 6 

Fig. 3.5 Recovery of Total Fallout Samples (Janet) 
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account, of t$e low ;rield of the device. 
from George. 

A grcund sa*ple was obtained 

. 

3.3.2.4 tit b 

4 ‘/ The 85&t h detice was detonated on a barge in the northe_- 
part of Bikini Lagoon at 0610 local time, 26 April 19%. The two- 
phase.collectors xere not activated for this event. Samples from the 
ir,tarm+ttent fallout collector on Row were obtained from Project 2.5b. 

This project did not particfpate in Shot 5. No satisfactory 
samples ‘were. obtatied from Shot 6. 
is gI+en 5x1 Table 3.2. 

A sumwry of collector operation 

TABLE 3.2 Two-Phase Collector OpeMti.on 

?Sll.d to cleoo 
3Atlsrreto~ 
S;tlstsotoq 

trl&med bsfol, ahA 

Did not opr*t* 
lfotor hund out b&or. 
shot on socount of shot 1 
dSRSg* 

SrtlsfBotary 
Satisfmto.~ 

3.t A!!ATXl?CAL F?ETROlB 

3.b.l Particle Size Separation ._ 

In order to meet the first objective of this project, it was 
wxesswy to size grade the sample in such a manner as to prwide a’ 
sufficient quantity in each size range to perform the required analyses. 
Fcm this reaeon it was decided to use standard sieves down to the 
,wllest partfcle size possible and the Roller analyzer below that 
pint. The livdtations of these techniques are discussed in 
Sectton 5.2. 

The mixture of solid fallout and approximately SO ml of the 
~cbiorobenzene from the two-phase collector was slurried on a bh p sieve 
and permitted to settle through the sieve. This prbcedure .was repeated 
three times. The sieve was then tilted and the chlorohcnzene solution 
that had settled through the sieve was re-added with a dropping.pipette 
so that the solution settled through an exposed section of the sieve. 
WI*_ all the particles were washed to one side of the sieve, the sieve 
was tilted in the other dlrection and the process repeated. Care was 
exercised to keep one section of the sieve clear of large particles 

. 

l 

a : 

:, 

. : 

. 

. 
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so that the small particles in the wash could settle through without 
being blacked by large particles. 

The particles remaining on the sieve were washed with approxi- 
mately 20 ml of ecetone and dried. These particles were then placed 
in the Roller anaiyzer; ail particles below ho’+ in diameter were 
blown over into an asbesfos collection tti+le. This step greatly 
reduced the number of ‘fines in the larger part+cle~ &es. These 
large particles were then sieved dry with mechanical shaking for 5 
nin into 9 size-fractions. 

The small particles that hnd settied with i’ne chiorobetizene 
through the & p.sieve were centrifuged, washed with approtiinately 20 
ml 6f adetone, and dried. They were Combined ‘4th. the fracttion b.elow 
40 p that had bqm separated by the Roller analyzer. (see Appendix B) 
This entire sample was then separated by the Roller analyzer into 5 
size-fractions. 

Particle sizes &a reported as mean volume diameters: 

3.b.2 Preparation ,of Samples J 

4$ $ zqi $3 . 
c .“I 

‘The v&ow fractions of, the size-graded fallout were weighed, 
dissolved in 5 ml of cont. nitric acid, and heated to insure complete 
dissolution. PLiquote of the aqueous phases were fumed to dryness 
twice with concentrated nitric acid and then with a mixture of nitric 
and perchloric acids. The final solutions were made up to volume 
with water. Aliquots of all solutions were measured for gross activity 
and decay. Other liquid and solid samples were treated in a similar 
manner. . 

For the leaching studies a weighed ‘qiantity of the solid 
fallout was placed j.n a sintered glass crucible and slurried with 10 
ml of water for 10 min. The mixture was filtered through the cruchble 
and the filtrate diluted to volune. The crucible was dried at 110 C 
for 20 !?in, cool&’ G_d v&h& to ?et.cr?ll!ne the +&ght cf samPla 
removed Ly the leaching., Subsequent leaches were carried out with 
dilute hydi.oohlor5.d acid +Mch permitted greater dissolution of the 
particles. 

3+.3 Radiochen;&try 

Fes9 sr#4~;53 X099 anabsse vte performed at the test site; Cats, 
I3aa0, and Ce 1 analyses were performed at the 

Aray’Chem&al CeAtsr. sample were taken for 
e.ach analysis except Four aUquots Of “a% procedure where oa in the case of the Na 
one aliquot was knalJzed. The reported results are the 
averages of the four aliquots. 

The separation procedure CW C)A ,-@ and RaaO is essentially 
that of Slendenin. 11/ The o,nly si&.ficant Eodification is that the 
barium is final>J qreci itated an nounted as the chromate. The 
procedures for Z&, ho 9, and C 8 e4rlr 
Radiocher5st.. 
Ma24 and Cat 7 

Group J-11, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 12 
analyses wer8 developed by t!K?Se 

. 
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described in BppendCt A. The ion exchaep cobmns 
analyses are shown in pig. 3.6. Ceteninations of 

Fig. 3.6 Ion Ebcchange Columns for Sodium Analysis 

were attempted by gamma ray spectrometric analjrses. All radiochetic& 
samples were mounted in the center of 2 l/2 x 3 l/2 in. aluminum cxrds 
and covered with O.hS mg/cm2 pliofiln. 

3.11.4 Counting Techniques 

Counting was qrried out with thin mica wi.ndow’GH counters 
, mmnted on LWte stages. These stages verc of the same basic 

. 

.- design as the convnerical n;odels such as RCL Mk 4, ?!odel I, modified 
by these Laboratorias to, provide an absorber. shelf and to improve 

*. .::. . . . . reproducibi+lity. of counter positioning. The stages and counters 
.were housed in’Technica1 Associates Model LS2 vertical lead pigs. 
Output was fed to Berkely 2CGO scalers. The counting room in the 
laboratory trailer is shown in Ng. 3.7. 
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~3~ea-y sample utg hated for a total of 10,000 ‘counts or for 
a total counting tin!8 of 30 ID& whicheuek Occvrr8d first. 9!he forINS 
mded for a 0 95 &or of 2 per Cat (i. eeA a 95 8r 
of berg dhl.n 2 PEW cent of the tXW8 ‘counting , 

Cd pbbUty 
but a time 

retttic.tfca ‘r”rs -A------ h-mm* of the P&C load, The bawund -r*““..e, _w_w..__ 
was eont$n~usly monitored with a General Radio count rat8 meter to 
indicate aqy sinrere varlati~ns in the background which would invalidate 
the counting done ,at that timer Coilnting rate9 in 8xce88 of !%@? c/n 
ueire coriectcd for coin4c!enc8 lo&s. 

Standard 
f&m a sample of U 3 

f each Mstion product of Inter&t uere separated ’ 
$5 Initiated with thxmti I+UtrOry in the BrOokhaveIi 

ma&or. TMsi standarda W?r8 used for three purpoeee~ 
1. Cross-calibration of counters for each sh$lf pddfio%* 

New counte& plcced In mm&e later in the operation were cross- 
caUbrated e means of fission products swated fPor@ the iSloUt 
GoSqlCE. 

2, Ratios for the etax?dartiitatiOn of R-va%Aes. (R-vakX3 4~8 
obtairmd by &idihg tha observed ratio of also naclicks ia a shot 
sf@8, corW&?d to eero tti. by the activitv ratio of the S= 

two nuclides for them& neutron fission of s35 couSed UX& the 
same conditions.) 

. 
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.3.. ’ ihrmrsian of caimti.ng rates to microcuries. Althou& .* 
the primcry interest of this project was in relative activltits, 
advantage was taken of these standards to calculate absolute 
actitititq. Since the neutron flux, wtigbt of ‘$35, ‘ad fissiorr 
yields ITJ were known, it was possible t& obtafn for each fission 
product of 5aterest a ratis of pc to c/m for each counter. The 
fission cross section of U 35 was taken as 575 bans. 

Except in the cast of very long.liv+d nuclldts, counting 
rates were read. from s.moothed decay curves. These va.lucs were 
corrected to zero time, 100 per cent. chtndcal yield, zero ad&d 
abzorber, and staidard tube and shelf. 

The correctio.ns to zero .added absorber were based 
absorption cu17Tes measured in these Laboratories. Data for Cat?& 
Ko99 were corrected. for, self-absorption a.rd self-seat& 
err. rs introd c 
B,lEO can Ge% 

d by neglecting these corrections for S 
8 art discussed in Section 5.1. The 

which’ the samples were mounted provided infXrLtt back-scattering. 
For. the Gross activity rneaswerirents small allquota of the - 

dissolved samples tiera eveporated’in glass counting cups. The counting 
technique ‘was similar to that for t’ne individual nuclidea except that 
the various corrections were not attempted. 

Gross decay measuyemtnta froni 110 to 20@ dqa were performed 
on aliquota of the dissolved size fractions evaporated in small glass 
plancheta. The counting was done with thin mice end window GM counters. 
The physical geometry of the systm was defined by a hole in a 318 inch 
brass plate which minLmized the co’ntributlon of side scattering. The 
total absorption between tho sample and the sensitive volume of the 
counter corresponded to about 6 mg/c$. The counting rates were 
corrected only for coincidence loss. Since absorption and scattering 
effects art more or less sign&flcant depending upon. the beta energies, 
the slopes of the moss decay curves cannot be directly correlated 
with the radiochemical CO~p+itiOn unless these pertinent corrections 
!isie b aaii 3iidide~ . 

, 
. i 

3.k.5 Quantitative Analysis 

As a result of the tremendous heat generated by the detonations, 
large volumes of sea water were evaporated and sodium chloride was 
Incorporated into the fireball. Bunney and Ballou lJ/ concluded from a 
thermodynatic study that chloride ion would be the predominant form 
o.f ctiorine in the fallout. They reasoned that the strong eltctro- 
negativity of chlorine would cause it to react at high temperature 
with alkali and some other metals to form chlorides. T~CJ do not _ 
concid&r chloratas and parchlorates possible at high t~l~psrahre. 
Tor further information with regard to formation of the particles in 
the fireball an4 their subsequent history, the chloride fan concentra- 
tion was determined by the Volhard method w in each size-fraction of 
the fallout. 

, 

4 

The calcl\in ion concentration for each size-fraction of tht . 
fallout was also Loateririned by the method described by Treadwell and 
iiall Is/. This procedl*re involves the quantltativs preCipitatiOn of 
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* the calciuza a$ the oxalate and then the titrametric determination of 
tha oxalate tith potassium permanganate. . .J’he surface water shots vaporfzod the 250 ton steel barges 

, 

upon which the devices were detonated., The concentration of iron was 
a* measured in the fal2out from these shcts by a colorknetric determina- ; 

tion of the intense red complex formed by ferrous ion and o-phenan- ; 
i 

throline. w 
. 

3.4.6 .ktoradi?graphy 
: 

Pcrtions of size-graded sample fractions were studied auto- 
radiographicallj;. Each fraction was. monitored t+ estLnate its radio- 
activity, then ,deposited on Nuclear Track Pcta stripping film d 
exposed for a time estimated to give good contrast between radio- 
activitjr+affected filz~ areas aild backpund areas. The developed 
autoradiograph was ex.a,?ined by microprojectfon to meas’ure the particles 
and determine it they wsre radioactive. This yielded gross size 
distribution, radioactive to total particle ratio, and where their 
number was statisticaily sufficient, radioactive Particles size dis- 
tribution. 

The per cent active particle data were calculaied on a volume 
basis, 

% Actlve - 

The detailed technique is 

(2 ni %I 3 

(c’,’ di)) 
active x 109 

total 
described in the report of Project 

2.!%. 
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RESULTS 

4.1 S"Zl; SfZErJRP~ED FALIXXJT FRCM HW 

fn order to obtain activity per.unit weight of active particles 
only, correction must be made for the.per cent of inactive particles 
in the sample. The aalues.for' psr cent active particles (by volurce) 
obtaikd from the autor?diogrs@s are listed in Table 4.1 along with 

TAB& &.I Per Cent Active Particles - Shot 1, How Station 

Particle Sfze 

10.3 
23.3 
29.5 
43.7 
62.4 
70.5 
85.8 

113 
116 

215 
239 

91.6 
75.4 

g::. 
.96.9. 

11.3 
35.8 
49.6 

;:i 
. 

2:: 

it: 
a6.8 
86.8 

the values read from the smooth 0iir7e (F:g li.1). Table h.2 lists t& 
(a;t;~&, per unit weight of fallout) of Ca 

and the FOSS activity concentrations 
size fractions corrected “or per cent, active particles. 

are not included because Ka 2t samples uere containated 
When it was learned that the shot device contained sodium 

tracer, it did not appear worthwhile to undertake the task of resolving 
the decay cumes. 

4 
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MAMETER N MKROM 

Fig. 4.1 Per Cmt Active Particles vs Particle Size 

TAELF !..2 Cats Activity Concentrations of Size-Graded Fallout - 
, Shot 1, How Station 

‘5.4 1.26x10-~ 3.r)8xld lb.9 2.70 ?.6hlb2 *. 6$$ ’ 29.1 
.>lO.) 3.3txw2 ¶.25JclO-1 7.m .%ZhlO-~ 3.02x10-2 . 21.8 

l.~hlO-2 5.78x10-2 2.98 2.33xW1 1,23xl’P2 2:; 7.50x10-3 c(.17x10-2 
c(.28x~O’3 

2.02 1.4axlo-1 9.9wo-3 
9.83 

~. b3.3 3.4rxm-2 1.20 ~WX~O-~ 6.65x10-3 
62.4 5.40x10-3 ?.56x10-2 1.78 9.53x10-2 5.50x10-3 

;:g 
1.21 

.?O.i 5.91x163 3.32x10-2 1.75 9.9!~0-2 1.92x10-3 
99.9 I 

rc.06 
6.3klo’3 3.2a10-2 1.s9 1.*10-1 5.78x10-~ 

113 4.32x10-3 
7.15xw3 

l&7 1.Qx10- 4.92x10-3 Z:$ 
116 1.50 l.lam-1 ~.e%lo-~ 3.50 
172 6.~Ad 1.*9 I .30x10-’ k3Plo-~ 
2u 
239 6.42x10-3 

1.17 9.*2x10-2 3.89x10-3 

2.43~10-3 
1.27 1.2?!m-’ 3.?%m-3 2.33 

a00 0.031 5.amJ-2 l.ShW3 0.7% 
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Tabi 4.3 lists the R-vaIues, standardized @r use of data fr& 
thonal neutron hbardment oi. ~235 in the Brookhaven reactor. The 

TABL!? 4.3 R-Values of Size-Graded Sa@es - Shot !, Vow statton 

d 
5.0; 

10.3 
23.3 

g:: 
62.4 
70.5 
85.9 

::z 
172 
215 
239 
soo_ 

_ 
* 5;. 2b.3xio-2 - 
1’1.5xlO-2 
8.02x10-2 

ooxio-2 9. 
8.55x10-2 
7.56xlO’2 
7.yxlO’~ 

l’o:;~g;’ 
1~5~10-2 
9.87x10-? 

12.6x10-2 
7.41x10-2 4 

cdlQ4 
FP- 

6.10x10-1 - 
5.84x10-1 
5.14x10-l 
5.92xw; 

X:$%-1 
3.37x10il 
4.38x10-1 
4.apto-1 
3.76x10-1 
3.52X10-1 
3.13x10-1 
3.59x10-1 
2..2OxlQ-l 

R-v&k is obtained by dividing the observed counting rate ratio of two 
nucXdes at zero time by the corresponding ratio for a standard fission 
sample counted under the sane conditions. Table 4.4 lists the weight, 
total activity, and gross decay exponents of on9 size fraction. 

The a-aples contained less than 1 per cent Cl-. It was realized 
late in the operation that chlorLi9 was lost from the samples by heating 
with nitric acid. However the same result was obtained whe.n the analysis 
was run on a portion of 1 size fraction dissolvsd at roo’1: temperature 
&er non-oxidiziry conditions. Analyses for Fe* indkakd less than 
0,076 per cent; Quantitative analyses for Ca* werr) used in conjunc- 
tion with the total saz~J9 weights to calculate the Cal%):! cont=nt 
of the size-graded 33mpi3s. The results are givsn in TabIS bt5. The 
two particle sizss having t?!e highest Ca(OH)2 content are the same 
sizes !Q*hich cannot be obtained in significant quantity by grinding 

coral In a mortar. No Fe59 was detected w%t’* the gamma-ray qectrometer. 
. f . . 

. 
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TABL% 4.4 Activity and Particle Size Distribution of 
Total Fallout Sainpls From Bow Station, Shot b 

1 62.0 I 1.03ll 324 I I 7;es I -2.0 I -1.05 I 

. 

. 

. 

. 

I 
-- 

0.522 ::Z woo ‘. 2.11 1.7% 1.31 I.33 

9.691 

I 2.03 j.17 l&S -2.0 -2.6 -2.0 -2.0 -1.17 -1.M -I.Ib -1.22 

172 2.26 1.56 -2.0 -1.r5 
215 0.757 2.b7 1.58 -2.0 -1.18 

. ".?e? 2.2% -2-n 

a% 

TA.%z 4.5 Gdlch~~ Rydroticir, Cbntsnt of Fallout frciu 
Shot 1, Bow Station 

5.0s 
13.3 
23.3 
29.5 
43.7 
62.4 
70.5 
05.8 

113 
116 
172 
215 
239. 

Per Cent Ca(CH)2 

11.1' 
40.7 
100 
16.0 
28.1 
??.2 
12.2 
is.4 
12.8 
26.3 
23.6 
16.5 
12.6 
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tained 
Six liquid smples uere madeby canbiting several samples ob- 
over 30 tnin p’Ftr%ods by the intermittent fallout collciztor on 

Host (Shot 4, Project 2.5bJ: These samples contained little soltd. 
Fission product activities and milligrams of Fd++ per milliliter of 
fallout are given in Table 4.6. R-values Pre given in Table 4.7. 
Ho dry saqles were obtained. 

TABLE 4.6 Ttie-Diffe’rcntiated Fallout 
Shot h, How Station. 

Colliotion 1; 
hr 

Yz-3 
Q?. Yo99 . !3aW . 

“2.60x10-I 8;91xlO-2 I l._%xIiO-2 3.6x10-Q I 5;alo-3 
9.3 - 5 4.98x16-3 t.&~io-1 3.78x10-2 - UixlO-2 
8’ -9 4.43x10-3 1.98x10-1 2,8*x10-2 7.60x10-4 3.5~10-3 
4 - 10 1.61x10-3 2.47x10-2 8.41x10-3 1.35x10-‘, 1.4x10-3 

‘IL 1’:. - - 2.l’prlO’3 2.91x10- 2 9.29x10-3 ?.Qro-5 lJxl0-’ 
‘1 7 ‘:_&wn-3 7_:&in-2 7_R7Y3n-2 7..%¶n-3 t3_03Ft,J-2 

TABLE 4.7 R-Values of Time-Mkferentiated 
Fallout Shot 4, H&I Station 

a- l 
. . . . 

Tze (Pfter Shdt) 

._ 

of Sample R-F&e; 

Collection in hr S,S?/Yo99 1 Ba140j#099 I C&4/Y099 
-1.5 - 3 0.702- I 0.788 I 0.49 _ 

3.3 - s l.i5 1.64 

x : ?o Z8 0.661 1.53 0.462 0.656 
t0 - I! 1% 1.43 0.31 
ii - 12 1..80 1..71 3.6 

. 

. 
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4.3 CC?tPPRISON OF LTCUID.Ah'D SOLTD ACTIVT.Tt 

Table 4.8lists the activity concentration of Solid and liquid 
fallout samples? Activities per milliliter are not included for Shot ! 
because evaporation made it impossible to determine the volume of 
liquid col.lected. Unless otherwise stated they are from the two-phase 
collector. The emulsion from Shot 3 was a mixture of chlorobenzene 
and water;,its activity'was shown to dome from the liquid fallout. 
Table 4.9 lists the corresponding total activities. F&values a.N 
given in Table 4.10. 

4.4 LEAC!JI?Tj STUDT~ 

Leaching studies were abandoned after it was found lrlv independent 
experiment that readsorption of activity frm the leach solution makes 
it tnpossible to interpret the results. 

._ 

TABLE 4.8 Activity Concentrations of Solid and Liquid Fallout 

ronout saplo 

?oa SOlld 
vcotor rolld 
Crater eolid 
crater llquld 

crotor llquld 
Abl. eolld 

Shot 

VlOtoT roll6 
Victor qurcu* 
Vtstor emulsion 

T 

2.5lxW’1, 
s.o~lo”/sr 
?.4lxlO%# 

3 27x10-2/w 
2:61x10-?/, 
2.3&10%# 
1.3*lQ-2/d 

9.eaia-4fr 

9.1%10%8 
7.90.&-3/d 
$94x10 -4fd 

c 
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TAW? b.9 Total Activity of Solid and Liquid 

c” 

h 

Sax&e 

Shot 1 

Fox solid 
Fox aqueous 
Victor solid 
Victor aqueous 

shot 2 

Able sol&d 
Able ,leach 

Shot 3. . . . . 

Victoy solid 
Victor aqueous 
Victor emukfon 

1.75x10-1 

9.s’lxio-1 

g&o-l 

LC ati. Zero. 

3.63x101 
?.?9xlOl 
4.01x10* 
2.8wo2 

5.59x102 
9.37xlOl 

l.l7%10' 
3.69 
2.92~101 

4.72 
10.2 
!5.0 

9,98x10-' 3.76 

Tk9L.3 4.10 R-Values of Liquid and Sol%d Fallout 

1 Shot 

Fox solid 
Fox aqueous 
Victor solid 
Victor aqueous 
Crater solid 

Shot 2 

Crazquid 
Able solid 

Shot.2 

Victor solid 
Victor aqllecus 
Victor ,enulsio~ 

2.62x10' 

1.,* 

a.8oxla' 
3.60x10’ 

Sra9/Yo99 

*.?lxlo-l 
3.39x10-l 
4.17x10-* 

1.:9x10-1 

-1 
::;g::-3 

1.54x10-1 
10.5 
b.Shlo-l 

R-Val 

i.r95/Ko99 -m 

b.73x10-f 
5.36~10’~ 
4.87x1o-1 
2.e5x10-' 
5.g 

1.84 
9.09 
2.4x10-l 

‘:,i4qyo99 c.l~/yo99 

pw; tL6&Ci0-’ 
7 

2:34x10-1 3.94x10-l 
i-51 

1 
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DtSCUSStON . 

5.1 D-WXJSSICN. OF F(RCRS .- 

The statistical errors in.the count5ng rates have been mini?Azed 
whenever possible by reading the sctivitles at specified ttiss from 
,mooth decoy curves. The hission of a self-absorption - sel&scatter- 

n the reduction of the analytical data for Sr I 2r95, 
has introduced additional errors. The maxlmum 

go~sihe ver1ation. or spread, in the data that this omission can 
produce is 9.5 per cent for Slsjs, 4.6’per cent for Zr95, 2.7 yr cent 

I for Da140, and 10 per cent for Cel&. These maximum percentages were 
calculated by taking the difference between the extreme self-absorption- 
,oelf:-scattering corrections for all the samples and divldine b] the 
average of th33e two corrections. The self-absorption-self- scattering 

. 
corrections were estirr.oted from the data presented B !2ngelktiaeir et 
al.18/ In all cases the errors among the four aliquots of any one 
sample .are much smaller %han the maxLmum possible error prezented h*re. 

These two sources of errors are combFned in the estFf_ate of the 
total error for each analysis. These estir#ates are report4 a3 yreds 
in Table 5.1. * As in the calculation of the maximum possible err’:1 +~e 
to self-absorption - self-scattering effects,.the 

spread = hiahezt value - lowest value x 100 . 
average value 

In general the spreads are approximately twice the st:ndarci a-via t lm*. 
In the calculations of the R-values the spreads aro ccmpamd4 tri the 
equation 

SR = . ( 
s: + s$j + ss + s$ 

i/R 

) 
l where SR * Spread of the R-value 

. Sic Sz, S3, and Sr, = the spreads of .the individual analyses lor ‘..% 
nuclides in question (Cf. definition of O-va!lre 
section 4.1) 
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TBLi 3.1 Per Cent Spreadk of all Pti$ochen;ical JLnalgrses 

Ground sari@@@ 

5.81 21 
Victor elmltfon 17.5 .7.89 4.50 4.44 

Shot4 
;' ..:. 

TGZ smple 
izollectlon after 
shot (hours) 

4:; 

9" i - a 10 

20.8 8.62 15.6 4.13 10.1 6.31 12.9 7.58 

. 2.95 11.1 5.:2 0.73 3.93 
10.7 2.51 

- 
9.23 

:; -12 - 11 8.06 7.09 4.96 50 
2.16 4.30 3567 3.70 
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In the caUbratian of the ~eotmtin# equQment to yield disinbgrr?i 
tion rates, calculations were perf 
thermal neutron irradiation of 
ttnent, mdides from the resultant fission of the II* 
p.&ron flux pi fission yields are each assigned a precision of 
10 per cent, the microcurie values have !n additional error of about 
lf~ per cent independent of the analytical procedure. . 

All but two of the 21-95 analyses performed -on the size-eparated 
samples at early time,s after shot had to. be repeated because of wide 
variations in results. .Better reproducibility was obtained when the 
analyses were made 8 Mnths later. There appeared to be poor exchange 
bettreen carrier and tracer in the early analyses because almost identi- 
cal chemical yields among the alfquots producqd significantly different 
activities. SMlar anomalous behavior of tracer zirconium has been 
observed in these 

$+a 
boratories during other investigations. The poor. 

spreads in the salr gnalyses can also be attributed to poor exchange 
pi- 
Ca@ 

t&&S between the carrier iii22 tiacer. TX: cbSdG?l~ti~ Ef 
has also b+tn reporkd by JaCOb8 and Jordan. u 
The Bati contamination of the sodium analyses has. never been 

resolved. Repeated attempts to simulate the test shot. samples ha+e 
bever reproduced this barium conta.?.?r~tion in the sodium fraction of 
the #ion elution. No sati$faotory explanat+.~ can be offered for 
this anomalous behavior of barium which has been observed only in 
these shot samples. . 

There are certain inherent difficulties in any method of particle 
s&e ‘separation. Standard sieves are quite satisfactory for discrete, 
spherical particles, although the size fractions obtained show 8 
considerable distribution of sizes on account of variations in the 
‘spacing of the soreens.. If ‘the particles are irregular in shape, they 
may pass through the ‘scieens in varicus orientations SO as t0 produce 
very broad distributions. Rangibls or agglomerated particles may be 
broken up by the agitation necessary to carry out the separation. 
These factors are greatly intltienced by the length of time the sieve8 
are shaken. This time was kept to a minimum in order to minM.ze these 
effects. Nevertheless the size distributions were quite broad and did 
not conpare well n%h the si&~ve sizes, as lray be seen in Table. 5.2. 
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MELE 5.2 

Predicted vs observed Particie Size Separations w Standard Sieves 

Size Range of'Sfeves 

44-53 
53-62 

;z 
aa-1o5 
105-125 
125-149 
149-177 

dv Rhx&er of Particles 
'I... : 3 ‘6 b.Lnted 

.: 

The fraction from the 62-74 fi sieve had a particularly brqid 
distribution, so that all data associated with it should be viewed 
with great suspicion. 

The Roller analyzer; used here for particles smaller than 50 p, 
provides sharper size separations less sensitive to particls shape 
than the sieves. On the'other hand it is more likely 
frangible or aigiomerated particles. A comp&son of 
with observed size is given in Table 5.3. 

to break up 
calibrated size 

_ 

TI?RLE 5.3 

Predictad vs Cbserved'Particle Sizs Separations by Roller Analyzer . . 

. 

Calibrated Wnber of 
Stze ?ange (3 Particles 

(PI Counted 

5.08 w3 
10.3 743 
23.3 376 
29.5 1089 
43,7 429 . 

l 

. 

From recent autoradiographlc studies it has been found that the 
experimental determination of the per cent active parti'cles In the 
lower size range may require a correction under certain conditions.* 
.This results from experimental limitations as to the size and specifio 
activity of a particle which may be detected as hot. 

. 

*This discussion of autoradiograph errors is due to Yr. Robert J. 
'French of t.hcse Laboratories. 

. 
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The detection of a particle as hot depends uq the number of 
silver grains exposed in the film, and the determining factor in such 
a measurement is the total flux (radiatizx per unit area of obsenratlon 
per unit time). This is a function of the activity concentration and 

. of the particle size, shape, i.e., 

Flux = 
. 

L(R): 

V(R) = 
C(R) f 

F+,@)V (R)G@)E 
constant of proportionality 
activity concentration which may vary with 
size 
volume (4/3ar3) 

l E I 

geometry factor (inverse square law for 
spherical particles and isotropic radia- 
tion) 
correction factor used to express the 
portion of t.he energy distribution of 
beta particles to ,which the film is 
sensitive 

As the limit of detection is reached, the percentage of hot 
particles detected will decrease from 100 to 0. This variation is to 
be exr,ected ,since the experimental methods .oP detecting, the process of 
radioactive decay, and tne .exposure of developing centers of a filn 
are all statistical in nature. This effect will be sudden or gradual 
(with variation'in 
may be quite large. 

flux), depending on the statisticiiL spread, which 
It is then necessary,to make a correction for the 

detection efficisncy (percentages of hot particles detected) in 
the range where this effect is'present. 

Because of the delay before the processing of the samples under 
consideration, the activity concentration may be low enough that this . 
effect will be observed, At the time the autorridiogrzphs were made. 
the activity concentration was estimated to be about 0.15 pc/mg. Xt 
was fourk with artificial hot'SrqCC12 particles that the point of 50 
psr' cent detection efficiency was at about 10 microns for i: specifla 
activity of 0.005 pc/mg. Two considerations ma&e these figures con~rn- 
bl 
86 

l'he fisalon products have a considerably higher mean energy th.In 
Sr and therefore proportionately less will be registered by this CL:-. 
,Ihe Srq°C12 cz$stals were very flat and would have a much smaller 
geometry correction than spherical particles. The flux till then in- 
crease much faster with particle size, so that a smaller particle bill 
be detected as hot. The fallout particles in the range under consilara- 
tion are essentially spherical. Therafore, the effect under consl!arr- 
iion may result in a variation in detection efficiency from 1CC per cant 
as the particle size decreases,. which would have to be corrected for. 

. 
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The variation of radiochemical composftion with particle size is 
illustratsd graphically in Fig, j-1 - 5.7. The activity concentration 
decreases regularly with parttcLe.size to about 90 p: above 50 p the 
situation is somewhat obscure. Figs. 5.1. 5.3; a.& 5.4 ez&iMt a 
sharp discontinuity at 50 p. It is possible to draw 1Lnes through 
the points in the other figures in such a manner as to Indicate dis- 
continuities, rather than the.saooth currlos shorn.. It has bsen 
postulated& that this discorkinuity is related to the breaktrig up 
of agglokerates by the Roller analyzer, as discussed in the preceding 
section., 

The,dfffersnces betxecn the various curves detail the fraction& 
tion indicated by the R-values (Tables b.3). 9nly the relationships 
between the different curves can beregarded as significsnthowwnveq 
because of the uncertainty ir. the per cent,active RartLcles mmtiomsd 
in the pr9c9dj?g scztion. In another reports the authors 'rave used 
certain assmptions regarding Ca45 to obtain r;3r cent active particles 
figures. Correction. of the data bjr these figures leads to CUIVOS 
whose slopes have benn interprsted to give an insight into the mschtnism 
of pai-ticle. fornation. 

DIAMETER IN t4KXU+S 

Fig. 5.2 Activity Concentration of Sr@ vs Particle Size 
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Fig. 5.2 Activity Concsntratien of Zr95 vs Particle S3.20 

. 

20 

lo 

$5 

Y 

2 

I 

I 2 5 
M%4ETER ‘lz P&zmt!? 

loo 200 

Fig. 5.3 Activity Concentration of !I099 vs Particle Size 
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&.‘5.4’ 'hctivity Concentration of Ed40 0s Tarticle Size 
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DIAMETER ?iJ MICRONS 

Fig. 5.5 Activity Concentration of cd44 vs Particle Sizes 
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DIAMETER IN MtCRONS 

Fig. 5.6 Woss kctivity Cmce~tration vs Particle Size 

. 

. 

I 2 5 lo 20 50 loo 200 
DIAMETER Ik MICRONS 

Fig. 5.7 Activity Concentration of Ca45 vs Particle Size 
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Ikufficlent data were obtained to .study the effect ?rf zero point 
anvkonment adequately. it was found that the surface lar;d’ shots 
produced predominantly solid fallout, while ths surface rater shots 
prodwed predominantly liquid fallout. Iron wus found in fallout fro* 
one of the barge shots. 

Tables 
Sr*g and Ba It: 

66 and 11.7 sbn that the gaseous preeursor_nuclidea 
increased with time in comparison to XI@ rtd C&. 

pis restit c& be attributed to the expected assodation of gaseous 
precursor nucUdes with late condensing material. Th 
short barge, which .,has no precursor, ,behaved like .Mo9 

An insufficient ,nuraber of samples’ was obtained to find a correla- 
tiori of radiochemical composition with distance, Furthermre, for such 
large shots the samples collected were probably not at sufficiently 
different distances tram ground zero to shm significent effects on 
+iochendcal composition. 

-. 

. 

Beyond’the fact that there wae .radioactive liquid fallout from 
Shots 1, 3, end h, this project obtsined little information of value 
at+t liquid fallout because shot delays and slou recovery permitted 
siguUicant evaporation of the liquid’phasea, 

B 
5 that IL 

could not be determined with auy accuracy. Sr 9 and Ba 0 &owed the Pd volumes 
greatest tendency to be concentrated in .the liquid fallout. 

As pointed out in Section 3.1, the base surge sampUng was 
unsuccessN. The Pro&ram Director 22/ has quoted Rojeet 1.1~ to the 
effect that there use no base surge z significant extent, 

5.5 G&X% DECAY 

The slopes of the gross decay curves measured from 110 to 200 &xyr 
after Bravo shot for each particle size fraction are plotted in Fig. 5.8 
88 ‘8 fklCtiOll Of pWti4:le 8iZe; Belou 50 IA there is a slight decrease 
in the gross deccv rate with incrensine particle size. Above 50 J.A the 
general trend is not .a8 clearly defined. IIoneJer the entire curve re- 
sembles the activity behavlk of the concentration of Srg9 and ~a;40 
with retipect to particle size. 

Ce&lAc~~R& 
g t Hunter and Ballou Sr@, Ip1, Z&, Nb95, and Rul”3, 

acti$ty 
contribute approximately 90 per cent of the total 

duced Cabs 
t the tlm the gross decay measurements uere made. The in- 
also cant 

afta- 110 days. Cel E 
ibutea 
1, 

significant activity in the fallout samples 
RulC3 and Y91 nex not analyzed but an eetimate 

of the co&r utions of the first two can be made b milt’ lying th 

~~~~%$!or thermal fisalon of $31 
concentrations b the.li eratwe Ru 

Si e $~&?9%?’ 
rare gaseous precursor, ~91 may behave like 39 which has a 2.6 
minute rate gas precut oi, 
chlculated from the Sr 9 8 

Consequently the Ysf concentration can be 
concentration and the 19~/S.ra9 literature valw. 

If these activity concentrations are corrected foor the rcountfng absorp- 
tioc of the counttig rig Fa which the grow decey mtasumcents were made, 

. 

? 
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the self~absorptim, self-scattering, and back-scattering of the ‘. 
samples then+lves, an e&in&e of the gross decay can be made. Such 
calculations yield decay rates that &e slightly lower than the axperi- 

. aentally detemined ratea but they both follow the same tmnd with 
particle size below 50 p. The disorepancies between the calculated 
value8 and the ‘experimental values might be expected in view of the 
many approdsationo involved Fn the calculations. In general the 

c slight deoreaae in detxiy rate with increasing particle size below 50 )r 
-‘probably be att 
time&ration of @ 

buted to the relative increase in the actitity 
Ca with respect to the ther activities present. 

,$r 8g, the variations in the gross 
* 

since B&O/L~UO behaves similarly to 

d”m 1& 
rat s are probably more pronounced at earlier times when the 

Ba 4 /La 0 equilibrium is a significant contributor to the total 
activity, The urenium &pt+re products ikom Bravo shot completely 
masked the fission product decay characteristics for the fir& 30 days. 
&fortunately .m data nere obtained between 30 and 100 day& 

. 

. 

l 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AN0 R’ECOM~MENDATIONS 

The activity ConcentfatioM of !3r 8p, Z@, dp, Baa’, cad C$wi 
in the hot fallout particles from Shot 1 collected at How decreased 
fegularly with imreasing perticb~ eize from 5 to $0 i. The relation- 
ships displayed a &a#3.nuity .or inflection at about 9 p. Retueea 
5 and 50 JL there was rektive fract 
with the exception of ~099 and C & 

onatl;ca of these firrsicon products 

Determkiatlon of the relative &u&e of Ca(OH)2 and COCOS in the 
samples gave inconclusive results. 

The relative concentration of ~r89 and BarlO in Shot 4 fallcut 
increased with tbne of collection. 

There was fallout f both radioactive solid and radioactive liquid 
from’ Shots 1 and 3‘ or 8 9 and ~a30 displayed a greater tendency to 
concenfrate in the liquid phase than. the other fleqion prcducts studied. 
Shot Ir fallout was almost entirely liquid. 

The base surge ~sampling program wau unsuccesdful. 
The gross decay S&t 1 fallout .&Id not vary with particle sire 

at early. time. At later ttiea the gross decq variation uith particle 
size does correlate with the slight trend in radLocherdcal composition. 

. 

4 
e 
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APPENDIX A. . 

RADtqXH~fWCAC PROCEDURES 

CC’ 

R. Jensen, F. Celfo, and P. k. Xrey 

A.1 ,INTR0DUCTXON 

The caleiwn is separated from the majority of the fission products 
by a palladium s&&fide scavengfng. a calciuin carbonate grecfpitation, 
and several ferric hydroxide scavengings. Further purification is 
effected by several barium and strdntium nitrate scavenginga followed 
by two additional ferric hydroxide scavenginga. The calcium is fin- 
precipitated and mounted for counting as ths calcium oxalate mono- 

. hydrate. The chemical yield averages about 25 per cent. 

?e carrier: 
Pd carrier: 

Ca carrier; 

9a carrier: 
Sr carrier: 

stzidardized~ 

w i 
Aerosol OT: 
w&R : 
XzCO3 : 

10 mg Fe/& !added as 
IO mg Pd/ml (added as 
IO mg Ba/ml (added as 

10 mg Ca/m3 (added as 

10 mg Sr/ml (added as 
gas 
0.18 solutfon 
cone. 
saturated aqueous solution 
fuming, eonc., 6 M 
saturatsd aqueous solution 
954 

Ca(NO$2.&?20 in If20 

FeC192H20 in dilute Ha) 
PdCl .2&O in dilute HCl) 
5a(N&)a In H20) 
SrWO$2 in W20) 

, * A.3 FREPA!U.l’ION AN-I STAWAPDI?ATT@N OF CARFIm . 

Dissolve 59.0 g of Ca(NO3j2.kQO in QO, add 5 ml of cono.HN? 
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and dilute to 1 liter with 820. Renove a 2mI aliquotofthe solutfon, 
make the solution. basic with ccnc~ NH4CH, and dilute to 20 ml. 
Precipitate the calciw~ by adding a.sllght excess of saturated solution 
of (NH4'12c204. Filter on a slntered glass Gooch crucible; wash the 
pracipltate%th 10'~. of ethanol and ID ml of ether. Suck dry on the 
vacuum desiccator‘for one hour. Velgh the precipitate as Ca C2Oh.H20 

A.4 '$wXXXmq 

1,. To the sample add 2 .sl of qalcfw carrier (lGmg/pl) and 10 
mg of Pd an$ precipitate wFthH2L Add 3 drops 0s 0.1% solution of 
A&OS+ OT, centrifuge and discard preclpltete. 

2. EoSJ out H2S and add cone. NIQCH carefully until the rolution 
Is basic. 
olear,' 

Centrifuge and disoard precipitate if the solution 1s not 

3.. Heat to boiling and prec%pltate calcium with 2 ml of saturrtwd 
N2CO3.. Centr$fuge +d discard supemote, 

4; 
,the co2. 

Mssolve precipitate with 2. I$ of 6!? RN03 and heat to eliminate 
Nake the solution basic with NH4cBI and dilute to a volurm of 

20 ml.. (Note 1). 

. 

5.‘. Add 10 mg of Fe, centrifuge, and discard the preaipltate. 
&peat the Iron scavenging step twice. 

6. To the supemate add IO mg of Cs, heat to boiling, and 
precipitate the calcium with 2 ml of standard saturated lC2CO3. 
Centrifuge and discard tlie'suwrnate. Wash the preclpltate'with 5 ml 
of H20 and discad z&Angs. 
cone. HNO$ 

Mssolve the precipitate with l_ml of 

7. Add 10 mg of,9a and 10 mg of Sr carriers to the solution and 
precipitate the Ba and Sr nitrates with 25.~3 of cold fuming HNG3 ln an 
Ice bath. Centrifuge and discard the precipitates. Ldd 10 mg of Ha 
carrier and 5 nit of cold Ming HXO3 to precipitate RatNO )2 &gain. 
Centrifuge and transfer supernate to a 125 pil Erletxiwyer 2 lask. * 

fuge &be. 
Boil down to 5 ml on a hot plate and transfer to a centrl- 
Fash the Erlen!eyer flask tuice with 3 ml of H2O adding 

the washlngs'to the centrifuge tube. 
9. hdd bone. NIGH carsfully until the solution 1s basic. ff 

necessary dilute with water to 20 ml velure (note I). Add 10 mg of 
Fe carrier to precipitate Fe(CH)3. Centrifuge and dlscerd precipitate. 
Repeat the F&H)3 scavenging step. 

Heat the summate to boiling and add 5 ml of a saturated 
so&n of (NH4)2C2& Mgest in a water bath to coagulate precipitate. 

Fater on Whatman $40 paper; wash with 5 ri. of H2G, 5 ml of 
ethyl alcohol, and 5 ml of ethyl ether. Dry ln a vacuum d'esiccator for 
1 hour and weigh as CaC2C4.H20. The chemical yield is approxtiately 
25% 

The clue of the solution at this point must be larg+ enough 
e+inate loss of calcium as the hydroxide In thq ferric hydroxide 
scavenging step. 
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G. Fuller and 9. Tntom 

. A. 6 T!~T~OXlCTTON 

The sodium is separated from the fission products by elutiw th8 
sanzple. from a column of~colloidal Dowex-50 cation resin. The sodiwl 
fraction of this elution contains some anions which can be roved b 
a'subsequent elution of this fraction from an anion co&n of Walcite 
SAR,resir.. The sodium fraction from the anion elution is finmy 
slur&d with fine mesh Dowex-SO to adsorb all the sodium present. The 
rcs?Z 4,s the.? c4'+ 0-d mn Yhatman $3 paper and meunted for aounting, __.."_"_ _. 
This separation was a 190 per cent chemical yield. 

A.7 
: 

R!.clmNTS 

Colloidal Daiex-50 cation resin 
.Dowex-50, cation, resin, below 4CO mesh 
Ralcite SAR resin, 20-50 mesh 
HCl 0.5 N 

1. Prepare a glass colon, Ii mm inside diameter, with glass 
plugging the restrtcted lower end. This column is fil?ed with wool . 

'colloidal DCWUC-50 resin slurried in O.s?J KC1 to a settled bed height 
of 11 f 0.5 cm.. Any excess resin in the column is rmnoved by slurrIng 
the resin with additional 0.5 WC1 and drawing the excess from the 
top of the column with a syringe. Then the column is conditioned by 
washing with 10 ml of 3 N NaCl followed by 100 ml of~0.5 N HCl. This 
cycle is'repeated three times (Note 1). 

2. A sample containing not more than 15 mg of NaCl (usually 1 to 
2 ti) is added to tnne column after the 0.5N HCl has drained to the top 
of th8 resin bed. Care if taken to add the sample directly to the top 
layer of the resin tithout gontacting the sides of the coiumn. After 
the sample has drained to the top of the resin,'suff~cient 0.5N HCl is 
carefully pipetted onto the resin to prevent slurrying when the 0.5 N 
EC1 reservoir is connected. 

.'3; After the 0.5N HCl reservoir has been connected, the elution 
flow rate should be apProxim!atrly 1.5 ml/dn (note 2). '%e.first 30 

* I@. of' eluate are discarded. The next 40 ml, which contain the soddium 
: along with sore anions such as molybdate. ruthenate, and, iodate, 
are collected for addition to an anion column. 
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4. The.an%on coIurn is composed of RaI&ite SPR resin, 20-50 mesh, 
and measures 52'c~n in length and 11 nim inside diameter. It is con- 
ditionad prior to use B washing with 50 ml of 10 per cent WaCR fol- 
lowed by300 to 500 ml of H2& The fraction collected in step 3 ir 
added to the anion column in aliquots of 10 ml, permitting the column 

. . to drain to the top of tha,resin bed after each addition (Note 4):. 
The container used to collect the fraction is washed with 2 ml 
portions of HiO, and the washings are added to the column. 

5; 4. distilled 320 reservoir is connected to the anion column 
and a flow rate of 1.0 to i.5 ml/s&n is maintained. The first 15 ml 
-of eluate are discarded. 
collected. 

The next 70 ml containing the sodium are 

6' The 70 ml,fraction is transferred to a beaker which contains 
70 mg if fine mesh Dowex-50 (not colloidal). The slurry is stirred 
intermittently for 20 to 30 minutes to adsorb all the sodium'on the 
resin. .*I 

7. The resin‘is filtered on W&an 150 paper. washed with 10 ml . 
of ethanol.and 10 ml'of 'ether, and sucked dry on a V~CUUIE line. The 
resin is then mounted onan aluminum'plote for counting (Note 5). 

A.9 &CT4 

1. Conditioning may be carried out using large batches of resin rather 
than treating the analytical columng separately. 
2. The flcr* rate-was initially restricted to 0.5 ml/min but the 
inereass to 1.5 ml/min had.no adverse effects. 
3. Pri0r.t.o making up the anion column, the resin can be slurtied 
hith a dilute soiution of phenoIphthalein. The phenolphthalein is 
absorbed on the resin and'indicates when the resin is in the hydroxide 
form. 
4. A much better practice is to boil the cation fraction down to a 
few ml before addition to the anion column. 
5. The chemical yield is 100 per cent. 

\ 
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. CALIBRATION OF THE -ROLLER ANALYZER 
.’ 

. 
.w. 

Frank Cell6 

B.l INTRCDIJCTION .@Q SUh& 

. 

. 

The Roller parti@e sire analyzer, * F’ig. B.l, .uss used to separate 
the particles,under study. The Roller analyzer naa used for the par- 
title size separation.of coral (CaCO3, density 2.3 dcc) in the O-44 11 
r=ke., The dollar analyzer and the cslibration curves in the in- 
struction manual are designed for the size separation of spherical 
particles., Since the coral in question wau not spherical, it uaa 
necessary to calibrate the’ instiwent for the’ ooral. Separation vaa 
achieved ezkperimexatally with favorable qd usable results in .the fol- 
lowing ranges: O-5, 5-10, 1090, SO-30, and 3040 il. 

B.3 Ol’EW’IC?iAL P?JNCTION 

1. The air is pumped from the air compressor to an oil filter 
and then proceeder to the capillary flowmeter uhere the proper rate of 
flow ia selected, 

2. ThMe paper thimble filtsrs connected in parallel are used 
‘. to remove aqy impurities Ln the air. 

3. The air pqsses ttiough the Laboratory Lectrodryer* (an 
activrted alunrina system) in which it is dried to 3 per cent relative 

* . humidity at room temperature. 
4. ‘A Drierite train is next in the system. When it turne a 

pinkish color, the Lectrockyer must be reactivated. 

give*% a “5 per cent relatiuc hrz-t 
The air is passed through the humidifying solution, which 

6;. 
,‘tity at room temperature. 

l 

1; then passes through a water trap and flows directly to 
the sample’ in the glass tube. 

c -Instrument for particle size separation made by the Amerlcsn 
Instrument Company, Silver Spring, Maryland 

wXamfacbred bp the Rttsburgb Lectrodryer Corporation, Flttsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 
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